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What is DrainTalent?
There is nothing better than the smell of fresh cut grass when you’re playing sports.  
A perfect green surface where the ball rolls like it should and tackles and slide tackles 
don’t mean injuries. Where the surface isn’t too wet or too dry; in fact, it’s just right. 

With constantly changing weather conditions-and heavier rains, frequent drought, 
and stop and go seasonal change, this just wasn’t possible…until DrainTalent. 

DrainTalent is a unique circular soil management system which creates optimal 
growing conditions that perfectly balance moisture and air. The result: beautiful fields, 
fewer cancellations, and higher performance.
This fully circular system offers vast advantages in sustainability, all while reducing 
the stress and work of the maintenance team. 

And it’s incredible to play on. 

Every athlete wants to play on an excellent surface. 
We, therefore, are passionately committed to the 

relentless pursuit of better sports fields. 

DrainTalent fields create the optimal level of moisture and are 
more vital, more stable and more durable, all while reducing 

water and energy consumption. Because this and every 
generation need sports, we partner with sports teams in our 

commitment to a healthy planet…and a beautiful field. 

DrainTalent: partnering with teams and communities that want 
to create sustainable, strong, and superior natural fields. 

Your Sports Partner

Benefits

Extracting water at high speed
DrainTalent rapidly extracts water from the top layer of any sports field. 
Your grass is instantly dry and ready for play. 

Infiltrating water 
When watered at the root level, your grass is healthier, less vulnerable to 
disease and quickly recovers after the wear and tear of play. 

Reusing water
You can collect extracted water and infiltrate it again, on demand, as DrainTalent 
is a completely circular system with minimal water consumption.

Simple
By using the “automated function”, your maintenance team will worry less 
because DrainTalent is always working, keeping the field in optimal condition 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, no matter what Mother Nature has planned. 



Durable and Circular
Water scarcity is a major threat to our world. 
With DrainTalent, water is efficiently used, realizing 
minimal waste- it’s a big step forward in the greening 
of the sports world.

Using our expertise in technology, soil, 
grass and field sports, the DrainTalent 
team has created a product that not
only improves sport, but also our planet.

DrainTalent uses up to 60% less water 
compared to traditional irrigation and, 
when combined with a water reservoir, 
the system becomes fully circular 
assuring that you never lose a drop. 

Ask us how we can help your team or 
community move sports forward.  

1. Greater playability
Because your field would be continuously kept 
at an optimal level, we create a stronger and 
healthier turf. This results in more time to play, 
with up to 600 play hours possible 
on a DrainTalent field.
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2. Value 
We can even connect two sports fields to 
the same DrainTalent system, increasing the   
 efficiency and value of your investment. 2

3. More air in the top layer 
With DrainTalent, you can also press air through the 
drainage pipes aerates the top layer of the field. And while 
extracting water, you can create space for air in the porous  
volume of your bottom profile, moving the process from  
   anaerobic to aerobic.
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4. Operate via display or the app 
DrainTalent can be operated both on 
the unit display at the field or, via the  
  app, from anywhere
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DrainTalent 
Matjeskolk 23
7037 DZ Beek, Gem. Montferland
The Netherlands

+31 (0)85 050 16 81
info@draintalent.com
www.draintalent.com

Sport is about impact. Draintalent stands for a ‘green impact’ by reating 
optimal, natural grass pitches. In-depth knowledge of technology, 
climate and sport is used to make a product that not only improves sport, 
but also the planet.

Draintalent: a partner for sports clubs that want to create sustainable, 
strong, natural, high-level pitches.
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